SOUNDCHECK* BASS DESIRES

BY ED FRIEDLAND

FEATURES
WITH ITS CHUNKY feel, the slab

ash body immediately puts you in
a vintage frame of mind, as do the
adjustable foam string mutes, a cool
feature that brings out the thumpy
tone associated with old school R&B
and blues. While the “classic” bridge
saddles are hollow, any difference
in sustain or clarity compared to the
modern MM bridge is undetectable.
Other nods to the old days are the
string-through-body arrangement and
the reappearance of the serial number
on the bridge plate. The alnico
pickup sports the old-style cover
(minus the built-in thumb rest) and
comes in black or white, depending
on the color of the bass. Ernie Ball
has always offered the original twoband preamp as an option, but on
the Classic, it’s standard equipment.
The lack of a center detent has fueled
the misconception that the twoband preamp is boost only, but MM
confirms that it is indeed boost/cut.
The fingerboard (offered in rosewood or maple) has rolled edges and
a rounder 7 1/2–inch measurement,
rather than the standard Music Man
11-inch radius. The lacquered neck
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USIC MAN TOOK several
bold steps forward last year
with the Big Al and 25th
Anniversary basses, both of which
feature new bodies, electronics,
switching systems and pickup configurations. It was a dizzying amount
of progress, especially if you consider
that many instrument makers were
feeling the economic pinch. For 2010,
there are plenty of new offerings from
Music Man, but rather than reinventing itself yet again, the San Luis
Obispo–based company has made a
welcome return to its early days with
the new Classic Series basses.
Classic Series basses are not carbon
copies of the originals, so they’re not
true reissues. In fact, two of the basses,
the Classic StingRay 5 and Classic
Sterling, didn’t exist in the time period
that this series pays tribute to. But the
Classics all borrow heavily from the
original StingRay design and retain a
few of the key improvements made
since Ernie Ball bought the company
in 1984. For this review, I chose to
look at the Classic StingRay 4 and 5.

comes in either flamed or bird’s-eye
maple with an attractive aged yellow
tint, and the headstock is adorned
with the original Ernie Ball logo. For
the Classic, Music Man has gone back
to a standard, noncompensated nut
and 21 high-profile, narrow-width
frets. (The Classic StingRay 5 also
has 21 frets instead of the 22 found
on a standard StingRay 5.) Vintage
features extend to the chrome battery
cover, but there are a few modern
touches: Music Man chose to stick
with its proven, bomb-proof six-bolt
neck pocket and wheel-type truss rod
adjuster. The Classic Series is offered
in several cool, retro colors as well as
black and tobacco sunburst.
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CLASSIC
ACTS
Ernie Ball Music Man Classic StingRay 4 and 5 basses
QUALITY & DESIGN

The Classic Series
offers cool retro
finish options and
vintage features.

PERFORMANCE
THE CLASSIC’S TWO-BAND preamp

gives these basses a character slightly
different from the original basses, but
they still sound like Music Man. The
lows are a bit deeper and wider, and
the highs can be scalpel-like when
cranked, which is good news for Flea
fans. But you can easily dial in a fat,
pumping tone by boosting the lows
and keeping the highs rolled off, or get
crunchy mids by backing off both tone
controls and setting your amp hotter.
The four-string pretty much delivers what you would expect from a
vintage StingRay, but the five-string is
truly a new beast on the block. Gone
are the swoosh-like pickguard and
three-way toggle switch of the modern
StingRay 5; instead, you get the classic
teardrop pickguard and parallel-wired
alnico humbucker, with no frills.
Although the modern StingRay 5 has
become one of the most popular fivestring basses of all time, in many ways
this is the StingRay 5 that many folks
were hoping to see back in 1987.
The string mutes are a curious
feature, but they are a real blessing for
those that want to take the StingRay
into the realm of flatwound strings
and dark, stubby tone. I like the feel
of the neck with its 7 1/2–inch radius,
and both Classic Rays felt comfortable immediately. Each guitar was a
bit heavy for my tastes, but the weight
range on these can be wide, anywhere
from eight to 11 pounds based on my
own experience. If you have a preference, go to a store and find one that
suits your needs.
The overall build quality and performance of these basses was excel-

The twoband EQ is
a return to
the tone of
StingRays
past.

SPECS
LIST PRICES:
StingRay 4, $2,570.00;
StingRay 5, $2,820.00
MANUFACTURER:
Ernie Ball Music Man,
music-man.com
BODY: Ash
NECK: Maple, bolt-on
SCALE: 34 inches
FRETS: 21 high profile,
narrow width
FINGERBOARD:
Rosewood or maple,
7 1/2–inch radius
PICKUPS: MM alnico
humbucker
CONTROLS: Volume,
bass and treble

lent, and the B string on the Ray 5 was
thunderous, once again proving that it
is indeed possible to craft consistently
good 34-inch five-string basses.
THE BOTTOM LINE
THE CLASSIC SERIES StingRay 4 and 5

are dead sexy and have the playability and tone that made Music Man
famous. SC
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